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Abstract: This paper explains  about   detecting lanes width. Width of lane is calculated by using lane detection algorithm. Vision 
system is deployed in autonomous vehicle system because the camera sensor provide of the encompassing environment the 
developed project obtained during human operation. Other  than camera’s  exact  viewpoint along with the  track thickness  is 
received  by active  standardization. The preferred   point of view uses predicting  track transforming thickness  and therefore the 
process of tracing to trace track spotting  and  explain  location of track markings on each parts effectively when other part  is 
obstructed. The travelable lane knowledge is very important specific  in unorganized  structure.  
Keyword: Advanced Driver Assistance System, Finite state machine, Adaptive    cruise contro

I. INTRODUCTION 
Driving[2] assistance system and  analysis of  self determining vehicles involves data of  paths to select guiding ways of vehicles. 
Barrier perception  system can be concerned to decide  the location of blocks, which is very important for handling harmlessness. 
Barriers[3] on traveling roads involves high concentration, so  statistics of blocks and travelling  roads  is  necessary  to  conclude   
the effect of  block on the driving for protection. Moreover, the outcome  of road observation  is  too  effected  by  obstruction of 
blocks. So, how to get better to obstruction  is a clue to path perception. Here in survey, knowledge of paths are computed by 
graphical calculation and active standardization. The Finite State Machine (FSM)  is useable for the extriction of  path properties[9], 
and merged with path detecting to express absolute knowledge of lane  with the familiar knowledge of single part of the path where 
the another part  is blocked. Path perception will be initialized by taking  path properties[9,10 . for instance, there is path marking on 
each parts of the moving path, while time to time only the borders of the path remains  without any path evaluating[5].  Many 
portions of path markings are similar to two similar ribbons with minor difference, such as existing linear or bend, existing linear 
lines or dotted lines[4].Obstruction of buildings, shrubs and their shades forms it harder to trace the locations of paths, and their 
clearance, which differs with radiance, and  also  effect the outcome of observation[4]. A number of analyst use boundary 
observation  to manage  the extriction of path properties[2]. They divide the gained positions to determine path borders. The benifits 
of this method  is that even  without path  labeling, paths still could  be formed only with the knowledge of  boundary[2]. But, issues 
also found. Such as, border observation is time-taking because of  large  period of evaluation[2] so it’s  difficult to  be  a  
synchronous   system. Moreover border observation involves properties of  boundary on paths each parts. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
A. Camera Model 
The  location  of  any  place  in this  3-D  globe  coordinates (X, Y, Z)  forecasted  to  a 2-D representation level(u, v) can be 
computed using viewpoint and position variation.  Plotting   a 3-D location on  to the 2-D representation stage is a many-to-one 
conversion [6]. The Y, Z coordinates are linked to the v-coordinate on which the end is forecasted, while the X and Z coordinates 
requires the forecasting on to the u-coordinate [6]. In contradiction, plotting a place on the frontline view of the camera on an image 
plane is a one-to-one conversion. Because the place is on the view, it’s Y-coordinate can be concluded, and thus the Z-coordinate 
controls where on the v-coordinate the point is forecasted[6]. The three gradients are computed clockwise when glancing along the 
turning axis concerning the origination. Figure 1 shows a camera model for figure development method, where Ow represents the 
origination of the globe coordinates (X, Y, Z), and Oi denotes the origination of the image coordinates (u, v, w). Hence, this process 
can be used to approximate the interspace connecting  the camera and a point P1[6]. 

 
Fig.1.Camera model for figure development. 
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B. Lane Marking Extraction 
Lane Marking Extraction[9] (LME) Finite State Machine (FSM) was recommended to take out the characteristics of byroad 
labeling. Two points, PA and PB, are placed in each tier  for observation. The[9] gap connecting the two points is dm . When PA 
and PB proceed concurrently  from the left to the right, the variation  between their gray levels Gd, would transform respect to them. 
Every[9] time when proceeding single element to the right, a new Gd named Gin rises. Gin is an input signal of LME FSM. If 
properties of path  labeling occurs in the region  m where PA and PB are proceeding, the input of Gin would form the situation of 
LME FSM changes from state 0 one by one to state 5. Hence[9], the location and dimension of each path labeling can be observed 
based on the changes of the state. 

dm = ratio×wm (N) 
where dm means the interspace between PA and PB. In Fig. 4, when properties of path labeling occurs in their image, their 
respective situations to PA and PB may be five feasible types because of the right move of PA and PB. 

 
Fig. 4. With various  shapes, path  labeling  position  with PA & PB. 

C. Single and Tracking Mode 
The[4] capture of path labeling is classified as single mode and tracking mode. In single mode, the searching range is the entire  
image. Features similar to lane labeling are viewed for by fuzzy reasoning. After[4] the features are found, the tilt and the width of 
the lane and the lane marking would be calculated with dynamic calibration. Then the [4]network will launch the search again to 
make the result more precise. Because the slant of camera and the width of the lane needs knowledge of two lanes, the frontier 
part of the path is used for calibration. When the detection of single mode is completed, the tracking mode is applied. Some lane 
labeling are dash lines and some may be occluded. Therefore, the found features of lane marking cannot represent the lane in the 
whole area. Lane[4] markings usually would not change a lot in the consecutive images, so the search area of lane markings is 
confined in the area close to the discovered spot in the last image in the tracking mode. So the two markings of the front lane 
close to the camera are both needed in the single mode. 

 
(a) Capture on   road  paths. 
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(b) Capture on  lane with two middle line. 

 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
(a) Analysis of  slope angle 

 
(a) Compensation for indifference knowledge  regarding  paths. 

 
As here seen in (a), four huge black marks upon  drive marking  are utilized to analyze  angle, and two black arc denotes  the 
last and  the first borders. (b) indicates  that the last  side does not have any  knowledge about path labeling while the other side 
still would be visible. The angular location of the right path  labeling can be calculated with the knowledge about the breadth of 
the path.  At last  the group are calculated and the two groups with the most number  of  lines  in  them  are  the  one  that  are  
considered  as  lanes.   
 
A. Lane Detection Algorithm Model                                          
This section will describe the algorithms used for lane detection that have been implemented on the demonstrator of this 
project. The lane detection process starts with grabbing a frame from the Raspberry Pi camera and applying a few 
preprocessing steps to the image. The following step is to convert the image to gray scale to prepare it for next coming 
operations. Figure shows how the acquired image looks in the first stages of the lane detection process. The  gray  scale  
image  is  the  input  to  the  canny  edge  detection  function.   
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As described  in  the  state  of  the  art section  the  output  of  the  canny  function  is  a thresholded image where all the pixels 
that are part of edges are  set to white and all  pixels  that  are  not  part  of  edges  are  set  black.   

 

This thresholded image is used as an input to the Hough transform function that is used for line detection. The two figures below 
show the input image with lines drawn in different colors. The different colors of the lines indicate what kind of line  it  is.  The  
red  lines  in  the  image  are  all  the  lines  that  the  lane  detection algorithm finds. From the red lines that are close to each 
other, blue lines indicate the center of the road marking. The green line show the center of the road lane. The concept behing the 
lane detection algorithm is described below figure. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 
The safety of the developed system was guaranteed by ensuring that the host vehicle remain outside the safe time gap during 
overtaking. the host vehicle, cars  was  able  to   execute  the    overtaking maneuvers without exceeding a safe limit  longitudinal 
acceleration,  headings  angle,  yaw rate, and velocity, thus, maintaining the comfort level while driving. The characteristics of  
fuzzy  controllers that were observed during  its performance validation stage were quite satisfactory. fact based on the results  of  
performance  validation, System was concluded  that the developed   fuzzy  controllers  were suitable  for  pplication to  steering 
control even at a higher speed. the system is robust enough. 
The  developed  system  is  feasible since it uses the sensors and ADAS systems (ACC) which are available in  the   automotive  
market. It has shown to a very capable structure that divides tactical planning from decision-making and control. Also, the  
development  of subsystems is performed    independently   which might  be   beneficial to the   future optimization  of  the  
system  under study and in  implementation into a real   vehicle. The  system  can   be said  to  be  optimized for real-time 
implementation. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
The problem of autonomous highway overtaking was solved. The test protocol for highway overtaking assist was developed which 
was further used for the development of an automated driving system for the autonomous highway overtaking. The developed test 
protocol was validated analytically using mathematical equations and the automated driving system was tested virtually. The 
simulation results were found to be in accordance with the desired host vehicle behavior. The system drives the host vehicle through 
the selected use cases in a safe and efficient manner, while interacting with target vehicles operating in the traffic environment. The 
proposed autonomous highway overtaking system has the characteristics like Safe, comfortable, and robust. 
Feasible and modula rframe of   autonomous highway overtaking system. The developed system is feasible  since  it uses the   
sensors and  ADAS  systems. The development   of subsystems performed independently which might  e beneficial to the future 
optimization of system under  study  and  implementation into a real vehicle. 
The simulatio for the flying overtaking were also carried out. The future extension of this thesis could be test procedure 
development, and verification and validation of the control strategy for remaining two categories, Piggy backing. 
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